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1. Introduction
•

Record price increases for iron ore negotiated by CVRD and Rio Tinto. BHP
Billiton still has not agreed 2005 prices.

•

China is the world’s largest importer of iron ore.

•

Australia is the largest source of iron ore imports into China.

•

China has pursued a policy of locking in foreign sources of iron ore, especially from
Australia.

•

Today, many of Chinas major steel mills and suppliers are targeting new iron or
opportunities in Australia.

•

It is quite logical that China should be seeking to integrate vertically by getting a
strategic stake in Australia’s iron ore mines.
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2. Sourcing Iron Ore from Australia
•

China’s iron ore imports grew to 208.9 million tonnes in 2004, up from 148 million
tonnes in 2003, an increase of 41.15% year on year.

•

Based on estimated crude steel production of 300 million tonnes in 2004 market
analysts believe that China will need an additional 50 million tonnes in 2003.

•

While China is the world’s largest iron ore producer, it is a distant third when
considered on the basis of Fe content.

•

China’s surging demand has proved immensely profitable to BHP Billiton and Rio
Tinto.

•

BHP Billiton earned record profits in the December half of last year of $2.75billion.

•

Rio Tinto’s annual earnings rose by 86% to $2.2 billion.

2. Sourcing Iron Ore from Australia (cont’d)
•

BHP Billiton shipped 87.95 million tonnes of iron ore in 2004, up 10.09% over
2003.

•

Its production for the December quarter was 24.9 million tonnes, for an annualised
rate of 100m tonnes.

•

Its 2005 expansion plans are to increase production to 140 million tonnes, up
26.5%.

•

Rio Tinto, as the world’s second largest iron ore supplier, grew annual production
to 107.75 million tonnes.

•

Rio Tinto’s Hamersley operations shipped a record of 74.23 million tonnes in 2004.

•

By way of comparison, CVRD is expanding its iron ore capacity to more than 200
million tonnes in 2006.

•

The three major producers control 80% of the world’s iron ore supplies.

2. Sourcing Iron Ore from Australia (cont’d)
•

Australia has a small number of potentially major new projects, but the planned
current targets will not approach the expected production levels of the three world
leaders.

•

The two major new projects are Hope Downs and Fortescue Metals Group with
planned production of around 40 million tonnes per annum.

•

Chinese steel producers are in varying stages of negotiations with those project
sponsors.

•

China is also investigating Australia’s vast magnetite ore reserves owned by other
developers.

•

There are a number of potential new entrants in the Australian supply chain which
present additional market opportunities to add to the stable supply of iron ore to
China.

3. China’s participation in the
Australian Iron Ore Industry
•

China’s leading steel makers have announced plans for massive expansion of the
Chinese steel production which will impact further on the global demand for iron
ore imports.

•

Australia has been targeted as a matter of Chinese Government policy to be a
major source of iron ore supplier for the Chinese steel industry.

•

However China is concerned to ensure that there is real competition in iron ore
supply to China and is encouraging further investment and alternative suppliers
where possible.

•

BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto are reluctant to enter into new joint ventures with
Chinese steel mills. Instead they are locking in long term supply contracts.

•

Nevertheless there is a flood of interest from China investigating potential new
projects under development in Australia.

4. Some case studies of Chinese
Joint Ventures in Australia
•

Three of the major iron ore joint ventures between China and Australia have quite
different characteristics.

•

They are representative of the kinds of joint venture structures which provide
models for future Chinese investment.

•

Typically in Australia joint ventures are either equity, or incorporated, joint ventures
and contractual, or unincorporated, joint ventures.

•

Most new mining projects in Australia bringing together capital and management
expertise adopt the contractual joint venture structure.

•

Unlike China which has adopted legislation dealing with equity and contractual joint
ventures, there is no codification of contractual joint venture law in Australia.

•

Accordingly, in Australia it is necessary to draft detailed, comprehensive
agreements which cover all aspects of the joint venture and how it is to operate.

•

The legal documentation can be expected to run into some hundreds of pages.

•

The contractual joint venture structure has many advantages under Australian law.

4.1 Channar Joint Venture
•

The Channar joint venture is regarded as the “model” joint venture structure
adopted by China for many of its subsequent investments in the Australian
minerals and energy industries.

•

The Channar joint venture is a $420m joint venture entered into between
Hamersley and CMIEC.

•

While the legal documentation was not signed under 1987, it is widely
acknowledged to be China’s first major overseas investment.

•

The joint venture was established to mine Hamersley deposits in the Mt Channar
area some 14km away from Hamersley'
s major Paraburdoo mine.

•

While the mining operations at Channar have been intermingled with those at
Paraburdoo and the whole operation is an integral part of the Hamersley
operations, it nevertheless operates as a separate and distinct legal entity.

4.1 Channar Joint Venture (cont’d)
•

A key feature is that each of the joint venturers takes its respective share of iron
ore under separate sales agreements entered into with CMIEC which is
responsible for the on
on--sale of the iron ore into the China market. The joint venture
was market specific and all sales had to be made into China and not elsewhere.

•

As part of the joint venture Hamersley guaranteed that the iron ore reserves were
sufficient to supply iron ore for the whole contracted term of the joint venture.

•

In return the Chinese participant guaranteed the sales market in China.

•

The Channar negotiations effectively took place at two different levels. One was at
the commercial level and involved lengthy and protracted negotiations held in
China and Australia.

•

The other was at the political level as the project was supported at the highest
levels in both countries.

4.1 Channar Joint Venture (cont’d)
•

Professor Ross Garnaut - The Australian newspaper, 21 January 2005
– “Much of the political support for the project resulted from personal meetings between
the Chinese Premier, Zhao Zijiang and the Australian Prime Minister, Bob Hawke,
when they shared the vision for deeper integration of the Australian and Chinese iron
and steel industries.”

•

Professor Garnaut reported that the joint venture between China and Hamersley
in a new mine in the Pilbara turned out to be immensely challenging. Chinese
officials became aware of the policy obstacles at the Chinese end. New policy
on investment abroad, foreign exchange, budget allocation, personnel
movements and long term sales contracts had to be developed and approved at
the State Council level.
– “The result was a huge expansion of Australian exports to China, increased Chinese
confidence in relying on international markets for raw materials and a model that was
followed in detail in other industries - notably the natural gas agreements between
Chinese and Australian enterprises”.

4.1 Channar Joint Venture (cont’d)
•

The core agreements for this joint venture are as follows:
– Joint venture agreement
– Management agreement
– Infrastructure arrangements
– State agreement
– Sales contracts

4.2 Eastern Ranges Joint Venture
•

In 2002 Baosteel entered into a joint venture with Hamersley to develop the Eastern
Ranges Iron Ore deposits located near Paraburdoo.

•

The joint venture is to provide approximately 10m tonnes per annum to Baosteel over a
20 year period.

•

The major difference is that this is a runrun-of
of--mine joint venture, so that the joint venture
essentially operates only at the mine to produce iron ore for sale into the Hamersley
system.

•

The ore is sold by the joint venture at the mine head and Baosteel repurchases iron ore
at Dampier Port for shipment to China.

•

The commercial driver for the joint venture is the sale of the iron ore for the Chinese
market.

•

This is a more risk averse structure where the allocation of risk between the participants
departs from the classic sharing of risk in proportion to participating interests.

•

Nevertheless the taking of an equity interest is still of crucial importance as it carries
with it commercial advantages which would otherwise not be available merely from long
term sales contracts.

4.3 Wheelara Joint Venture
•

On 28 September 2004 BHP Billiton signed this joint venture with four of
China’s leading steel mills.

•

The Chinese collectively agreed to invest in BHP Billiton’s Jimblebar mine in
Western Australia in partnership with two Japanese steel makers.

•

At the time of the signing BHP Billiton issued the following public announcement:
–

“The joint venture will provide long term security of supply for our partners and is an important step in BHP
Billiton’s strategy to maintain glob al iron ore market share and ensure that we are a continuing part of
China’s extraordinary growth and development over the long term”.

•

The four Chinese steel makers will take a 40% equity in a sublease of BHP Billiton’s
Jimblebar mine near Mt Newman. BHP Billiton will retain a controlling 51% interest
with the Japanese taking the balance of 9%.

•

The joint venture mine is to produce only that tonnage notified to it by the Mt Newman
Joint Venture required for its blending purposes.

•

Under separate sales agreements with Mt Newman Joint Venturers, the four Chinese
steel mills will collectively be sold 12m tonnes of iron ore for export to China. It
secures a long term export trading relationship with China’s purchasers of iron ore.

4.3 Wheelara Joint Venture (cont’d)
•

The Chinese and Japanese participants paid a premium to BHP Billiton in return
for their equity interest.

•

The core legal documentation is as follows:

•

–
–
–
–

Joint venture agreement
Management agreement
SubSub-lease
FOR sales agreements

–
–
–

Facilities use contract.
Sales and Freight agreements.
Deeds of Cross Charge

In this joint venture since the capital contributions were not required to develop the
joint venture, there was no project financing required. The individual steel mills
made their equity contributions from their own internal resources.

5. Some Australian Legal Requirements
•

For Australian joint ventures involving Chinese participation there are a number of
Australian Legal requirements which will need to be satisfied.

•

Foreign Acquisitions & Takeovers Act 1975

•

Australian Trade Practices Act 1974

•

Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act

•

Native Title Act 1993

6. Conclusion
•

Over time, comparisons have been made between joint ventures and long term
sales contracts.

•

The long term sales contract can secure long term supplies of iron ore.

•

Joint venture provides a degree of ownership and control.

•

The special advantage of the joint venture is the profit sharing which can arise from
participation in the production process.

•

The Channar model is an excellent example of the value of risk taking in the iron
ore production.

